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Qualitative understanding of the sign of t8 asymmetry in the extendedt-J model
and relevance for pairing properties
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Numerical calculations illustrate the effect of the sign of the next-nearest-neighbor hopping termt8 on the
two-hole properties of thet-t8-J model. Working mainly on two-leg ladders, in the21.0<t8/t<1.0 regime, it
is shown that introducingt8 in the t-J model is equivalent to effectively renormalizingJ, namelyt8 negative
~positive! is equivalent to an effectivet-J model with smaller~bigger! J. This effect is present even at the level
of a 232 plaquette toy model, and was observed also in calculations on small square clusters. Analyzing the
transition probabilities of a hole pair in the plaquette toy model, it is argued that the coherent propagation of
such hole pair is enhanced by a constructive interference between botht andt8 for t8.0. This interference is
destructive fort8,0.
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One of the most important unsolved problems in theo
ical physics is the clarification of the nature of hig
temperature superconductors. A popular approach in
context is the use of thet-J model, with holes moving in a
antiferromagnetic~AF! spin background. In recent yea
mainly due to an increase in the sensitivity and resolutio
angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES!, it has
been shown that extra hole hoppings beyond nearest n
bor ~NN! are important in thet-J model, giving origin to the
‘‘extended’’ t-J model. For example, ARPES measureme
in Sr2CuO2Cl2,1 and their subsequent interpretation,2 have
shown the importance of those extra hoppings to repro
the experimental results. Subsequent efforts have con
trated on the effect of the extra hoppings on various pro
ties of planar and ladder systems, such as stripe stab3

competition between pairing and stripes,4 spin-charge sepa
ration in two dimensions,5 stripe formation mechanism,6 spin
gap evolution,7 and current-current correlations.8 Most of
these papers have compared and contrasted the depen
of different properties of the extendedt-J model with the
sign of the next-NN~NNN! hoppingt8. Currently it is well
established that a positivet8 enhances hole pairing and A
correlations, while the opposite occurs fort8 negative.4,9

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, these prev
publications have not provided an intuitive mechanism
can explain why this happens, namely, for what reason t
is an asymmetry between positive and negativet8. This is
particularly puzzling considering the limitt50, since in the
t8-J model the sign oft8 is irrelevant.10

It is the purpose of this paper to provide a qualita
explanation to this phenomenon, i.e., the sign oft8 asymme-
try. Our main result is that a quantum interference betw
NN and NNN hoppings identified in the hole-pair propa
tion was found to be constructive~destructive! for t8 positive
~negative!; this accounts for the observed dependence o
hole-pair properties with the sign oft8. The t-t8-J model
used here is defined as
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wheret im is t for NN, t8 for NNN, and zero otherwise. The
rest of the notation is standard. Comparison with ARP
experiments2,11 showed thatt8,0 is physically relevant for
the hole-doped cuprates. The density matrix renormaliza
group12 ~DMRG! and Lanczos13 methods are used on ladde
and small square clusters to study the Hamiltonian Eq.~1!.

First, let us show that the dependence of hole-hole co
lations with the sign oft8 can be crudely described as
renormalization of the exchange interactionJ. In Fig. 1 is
shown, through calculations on ladders and square clus
the dependence of the average distance^d& between two
holes with the sign oft8. The result obtained is roughly
consistent with a renormalization ofJ by t8, in the sense tha
results fort8 negative~positive! can be obtained by renor
malizingJ to a smaller~bigger! effective value, leading to an
increase~decrease! in ^d&. To show that binding energy an
phase separation~PS! tendencies are both affected in a wa
consistent with this interpretation the dependence of the
line with t8 is shown in Fig. 1~c! ~squares!. It can be ob-
served thatt8 negative~positive! requires an increase~de-
crease! in the value ofJ needed for the holes to segrega
~desegregate!, if compared to theJ value that leads to PS a
t850. The circles display values ofJ/t andt8/t that result in
the holes having a binding energy of'0.5t ~as the boundary
of the binding region that we can consider ‘‘robust’’!. This
binding energy line shows that at a fixedJ, such as 0.4,
increasingt8.0 leads to strong binding, with the opposi
effect for t8,0. As expected, this line approximately follow
the behavior of the PS line.14 Thus, the essence of the resu
in previous studies,4,9 showing pairing witht8.0, can be
reproduced on a small cluster with two holes. Note that
Fig. 1, for t8/t'1, ^d& reaches its minimum value and star
to increase. In the limit whenut8u/t@1 the hole-hole corre-
lations ~and other properties of the model! becomeindepen-
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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dentof the sign oft8.10 Therefore, the renormalization ofJ
described above mainly occurs in the region21.0&t8/t
&1.0.

It is important to note that it is not onlŷd& that be-
haves in accordance with this simple scenario. To a surp
ing accuracy, hole-hole correlations for, e.g.,t8 negative in
the t-t8-J model, match those of thet-J model with an ef-
fective ~smaller! J. To illustrate that, in Fig. 2 hole-hole cor
relations for a 238 ladder with two holes are calculated fo

FIG. 1. ~a! Exact diagonalization~ED! results showing the de
pendence witht8 of the average distance^d& between two holes on
a 238 ladder~squares! and on a 20 sites tilted two-dimension
cluster~circles!. Periodic boundary conditions~PBC’s! are used in
both cases,J/t50.3 and 20.5<t8/t<1.0. The tendency of the
holes to separate when a negativet8 is turned on can be observed
For t8.0, there is a tendency of the holes to form tighter pa
However, in this last case, ast8 keeps on increasing the holes w
eventually tend to separate, showing a similar behavior to tht8
negative case. The inset shows a calculation of^d& on a 232
plaquette with conclusions similar to those reached with the la
clusters.~b! Same as~a! except that nowJ/t50.5 on a 2310 ladder
~ED! and the tilted cluster was substituted by a 2320 ladder
~DMRG! with open boundary conditions~OBC’s!. Again the inset
shows results of̂ d& on 232, but now for J/t50.5. ~c! Phase
diagram J/t vs t8/t showing regions of pair binding and phas
separation~defined through the divergence of the compressibilit!.
The pair binding line~circles! is defined by values ofJ/t and t8/t
that give a robust binding energy of'0.5t on a 238 ladder. Notice
that close tot8/t50 both lines behave in accordance with our qua
tative picture, i.e.,t8 negative~positive! renormalizesJ to smaller
~bigger! values.
18051
s-

the t-t8-J model with J/t50.2 and t8/t520.2, and then
compared to results for thet-J model with J/t50.07. The
open circle stands for a projected hole~at the origin of the
coordinate system! and the radius of the solid circle on sitei
is proportional tô n0ni&. Most of the values match to high
accuracy, as deduced from the similarity of the pictures. T
is also the case fort8 positive and for square clusters. The
this seems an indication that the renormalization concep
robust. Preliminary results indicate that the main features
the dependence of the spin correlations with the sign
t8 can be qualitatively explained throughJ’s renormaliza-
tion, although it is not possible to achieve the sam
degree of high accuracy as shown above in the charge se

The fact that the renormalization of the exchange inter
tion by t8 is consistently observed on ladders and squ
clusters@compare result for 238 ladder and 20 sites cluste
in Fig. 1~a!#, and is observed for OBC’s and PBC’s@compare
result for 2310 PBC ladder with 2320 OBC ladder on Fig.
1~b!#, is an indication that this effect is associated with so
local process and therefore could even be observable o
232 plaquette with two holes. If this is correct then
should be possible, through a careful analysis of such
model, to gain a better insight on the qualitative aspects
the physics associated with the sign oft8. In the insets for
Fig. 1 is shown the dependence of^d& with t8 on a 232
plaquette and the same trend found on ladders and sq
clusters is again reproduced. Also, the exact energy of
ground state for the plaquette with two holes is given
E052 1

2 @(J12t8)1A(J12t8)2132t#, where the renormal-
ization of J by t8 can be explicitly seen. It is important t
remark that in a reduced basis formed with spin singlets
the sides and diagonals of the plaquette, the coefficients
scribing the ground state also depended ont8 through the
same expression (J12t8).

Encouraged by these results on the 232 plaquette, one
can now try to understand qualitatively how the change
sign in one hopping amplitude can change the binding pr
erties of a hole pair, a result that up to now is being
phrased as a renormalization ofJ. To make progress it has t
be analyzed how this change of sign affects the dynamic
a hole pair. A hint in this direction is that fort50 this asym-
metry in the properties of the model caused by the sign ot8

.

er

FIG. 2. Comparison of hole-hole correlations^n0ni& between
the t-t8-J model and an effectivet-J model. ~a! 238 ladder with
two holes,J/t50.2 andt8/t520.2, PBC’s. The open circle stand
for a projected hole at origin, while solid circles at sitei have radius
proportional to^n0ni&. ~b! Same as~a! but for J/t50.07 andt8/t
50.0.
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vanishes, as implied above by the discussion of theut8u/t
@1 regime. Then, for the hole-pair properties to be affec
by the sign oft8 it is important to have the possibility of NN
t hoppings. Intuitively this resembles an interference of so
sort: the movement of a hole pair, through a combination
both hoppings, may lead to a coherent propagation of
pair, for t8 positive, or to its melting into independen
quasiparticles,7,15 for t8 negative.16 To check this idea, in the
plaquette toy model, one can calculate the probability o
transition from an initial state composed of a hole pair an
spin singlet in opposite sides of the plaquette, to a final s
where the hole pair and the spin singlet have exchan
places.17 Such a transition is depicted in Fig. 3, where in~a!
is shown the most probable second-order proc
~a process with twot hoppings would be less probable b
cause the intermediate state would be an excited state17! and
in ~b! is shown a third order process~the other three are
equivalent to the one discussed!. The difference between pro
cesses~a! and~b! resides in the fact that the latter needs o
more virtual state than the former. As such state is exc
(DE5J), and taking into account that there are three ot
third-order processes with two NN hoppings and one NN
hopping, it can be shown that second- and third-order p
cesses will have amplitudes proportional tot82 and 4t2t8/J,
respectively. This means that ift8 is positive~negative! they
will have the same (p-shifted! phase and their interferenc
will be constructive~destructive!. A similar reasoning can be
applied to higher order processes, but it can be shown
they are less probable than the processes discussed a
given that they would pass by the same virtual state m
than once.18

Through the mechanism described in Fig. 3, it
suggested that achieving coherency in the propagation
the hole pair depends on having the correct balance
short-range processes~1 and A2 hoppings!. Then, it
should not be a surprise that the plaquette can display
effect, as shown above. Nevertheless, it should be chec
that such process also occurs on 23L ladders. That this is
the case is shown in Fig. 4, where pair-field correlations a
distance of one lattice spacing are calculated through ED
2310 ladders withJ/t50.5 and^n&50.9. The pair operato
is defined asD i5ci1↑ci2↓2ci1↓ci2↑ , where i labels a rung

FIG. 3. ~a! Second-order process that exchanges the position
a hole pair~circles! and a spin singlet~solid arrow! localized on
opposite sides of a 232 plaquette.~b! Third-order process for the
same transition depicted in~a!. Both processes will have the sam
amplitude if t854t2/J.0 ~see text!. This leads to a constructive
interference ift8 is positive, which becomes destructive ift8 is
negative.
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and the legs are numbered 1 and 2. The result sh
that the coherent propagation of a hole pair located
a rung is enhanced fort8 positive, while a rapid de-
cay is observed fort8 negative, in agreement with the pictur
described in the toy model and with previous calculations4,9

The physics of thet8.0 extendedt-J model resembles
results for the effective model discussed in Ref. 1
where holes were considered quasiparticles moving i
‘‘perfect’’ antiferromagnetic background with hopping on
within the same sublattice, and with an explicit NN attracti
to mimic AF mediated pairing. In fact, in Ref. 20 it wa
shown that apositive t8 is needed to generate adx22y2 two-
hole bound state in the quasiparticle model of Ref. 19. A
consequence, the regime oft8.0 of the extendedt-J model,
with its strong AF correlations and pair coherent moveme
is likely mimicked by the simple toy model used in previo
literature.19,20

Summarizing, here has been provided a qualitat
picture to explain the dependence of hole pairing on the s
of the NNN hoppingt8 in the t-t8-J model. Through numeri-
cal calculations on square clusters, but mainly on ladd
using ED and DMRG, it was established thatt8 negative
~positive! effectively reduces~increases! J. The variety of
clusters and boundary conditions where this effect was c
sistently observed served as an indication of the locality
the process involved. This suggested the use of a 232
cluster with two holes as a guiding toy model. By solvin
analytically this cluster, the J renormalization was
shown explicitly in the dependence of the ground-state
ergy with t8, and the behavior of hole-pair sizêd& was
consistent with what was found on ladders and square c
ters. The fact that fort50 the properties of thet-t8-J
model are not dependent on the sign oft8 has indicated
that some sort of interference process betweent and
t8 should be responsible for the hole-pair dependence ont8.
By analyzing transition probability amplitudes in th
plaquette it was observed that indeed this is the ca
A negative t8 interferes destructively witht, causing a

of

FIG. 4. Dependence witht8/t of the pair-pair correlations a
distance 1 in a 2310 ladder with two holes forJ/t50.5. The co-
herent propagation of a hole pair located in a rung is shown to h
a dependence witht8/t consistent with the scenario described
Fig. 3.
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hole pair to have a tendency to split into two independ
quasiparticles. A positivet8, on the other hand, by interferin
constructively witht, preserves the integrity of the hole pa
while it propagates. This simple picture provides a be
understanding of thet-t8-J model, adding more physica
insight to the ‘‘effectiveJ’’ picture.5 By calculating pair-field
correlations at a distance one on 2310 ladders it was
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argued that this qualitative explanation holds also for lar
systems.
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